
LAP TOP CUSHIONS

Description Thickness Chair Width Reorder #

With Cutouts 4” 16” to 18” q 307010
With Cutouts 2½” 16” to 18” q 307012
With Cutouts 3¼” 16” to 18” q 307014
No Cutouts 4” 16” to 18” q 307020

PURPOSE
Lap Top Cushions are intended to serve as reminders for residents to ask for assistance before leaving the wheelchair.
They also help the forward-leaning resident maintain an upright sitting posture by providing a support foundation for
his/her arms or elbows. Lap Top Cushions provide a convenient surface for the resident to place personal items or rest
his/her hands while holding reading material. Important notice: Both Full-Arm and Half-Arm Lap Top Cushions with
cutouts may be used to control sliding. Do not use the Lap Top without cutouts (#307020) for this purpose.

NOTICE
A Lap Top Cushion generally will not be considered a phsical restraint if your resident can demonstrate that he/she can
remove it at all times. The Lap Cushion is considered to be a restraint for the resident who cannot remove it.

APPLICATION
1. Lock wheelchair brakes and rotate footrests to the side of the wheelchair.
2. Assist resident into the wheelchair and seat him/her as far back on the seat as possible.
3. Position the footrests to the front of the chair and place the resident’s feet on them.
4A. (Full-Arm Lap Top With Cutouts) Slide Lap Cushion under the armrest support bar and position the cutouts as shown
in illustration A above.
4B. (Full-Arm Lap Top Without Cutouts) Slide Lap Top Cushion under the armrest support bars making certain the
straight side faces away from the resident and the contoured side is positioned at the resident’s waist as shown in illus-
tration B above.
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4 16” q 307030 18” q 307040
2½” 16” q 307032 18” q 307042
3¼” 16” q 307034 18” q 307044

FOR FULL ARM WHEELCHAIRS

FOR HALF ARM WHEELCHAIRS

-OVER-



4C. (Half-Arm Lap Top) Place Half-Arm Lap Top Cushion between armrest support bars with zipper-
side facing away from resident. Secure by positioning cutouts as shown in illustration C above.

5. If resident is unable to remove the Lap Top Cushion and ambulate on his/her own, the resident
should be relased at least every two hours for exercise, toileting, and repositioning.

IMPORTANT
Lap Top Cushions are intended only as aides for resident positioning and safety. They are not subsi-
tutes for proper supervision. Residents should be checked frequently and the Lap Top Cushion read-
justed if necessary.

CLEANING
Lap Top Cushions may be cleaned with a spray-type cleanser and a damp cloth or sponge. A mild disinfectant
may be used if necessary. Do not launder cover.


